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St Winefride’s Catholic Voluntary Academy 

Curriculum Plan for Science 

Year Group: 5 

    Title of Unit: Reversible and Irreversible Changes 
 

  

National Curriculum Requirement: 

•Compare and group together everyday materials on the basis of 

their properties, including their hardness, solubility, transparency, 

conductivity (electrical and thermal), and response to magnets 

•Know that some materials will dissolve in liquid to form a 

solution, and describe how to recover a substance from a solution 

•Use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to decide how 

mixtures might be separated, including through filtering, sieving 

and evaporating 

•Give reasons, based on evidence from comparative and fair tests, 

for the particular uses of everyday materials, including metals, 

wood and plastic 

•Demonstrate that dissolving, mixing and changes of state are 

reversible changes 

•Explain that some changes result in the formation of 

new materials, and that this kind of change is not usually 

reversible, including changes associated with burning and 

the action of acid on bicarbonate of soda 

Key Knowledge and Skills: 

•Compare and group materials based on their properties (e.g. 

hardness, solubility, transparency, conductivity, [electrical & thermal], 

and response to magnets 

•Know and explain how a material dissolves to form a solution 

•Know and show how to recover a substance from a solution 

•Know and demonstrate how some materials can be separated (e.g. 

through filtering, sieving and evaporating) 

•Know and demonstrate that some changes are reversible and some 

are not 

•Know how some changes result in the formation of a new material 

and that this is usually irreversible 
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Key Knowledge and Skills Expectation 
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compare and 
group materials 
based on their 
properties (e.g. 
hardness, 
solubility, 
transparency, 
conductivity, 
[electrical & 
thermal], and 
response to 
magnets 

                         

•know and 
explain how a 
material 
dissolves to form 
a solution 

                         

•know and show 
how to recover a 
substance from a 
solution 

                         

•know and 
demonstrate 
how some 
materials can be 
separated (e.g. 
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through filtering, 
sieving and 
evaporating) 

•know and 
demonstrate 
that some 
changes are 
reversible and 
some are not 

                         

•know how 
some changes 
result in the 
formation of a 
new material 
and that this is 
usually 
irreversible 
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Element 1: Teaching Sequence 

 Direct Teaching (including resources and links) Pupil Tasks 

Lesson 1  
Solids, liquids and gas 
•This is a retrieval lesson or element. 
•Talk to pupils about what they remember before asking them 
to complete the chart. 
 
 

•Use the chart appendix 5 to help 
pupils remember the classification of 
states of matter (from Year 4). 
 

Lesson 2 Comparing and grouping everyday materials 
•Talk to pupils about how to classify materials. 
•Use the following categories: hardness; solubility; 
transparency; and conductivity. 
 
 
 

•Pupils should use the chart outlined 
on appendix 4 to help them 
understand more about the qualities 
of different materials. 
 

Lesson 3 Explaining reversible and irreversible changes: Heating, 
burning or mixing 
•Pupils should be shown a piece of bread and an A4 piece of 
paper. Talk to them about how these could be changed. Put the 
piece of bread in a toaster and toast it. Burn the piece of paper 
until only the ashes remain. 
•Ask pupils about turning the paper and bread back to their 
original forms. 

•Pupils will use appendix 1a and 1b to 
outline their learning. 
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•Now, show pupils salt and water. Mix the two together and 
ask pupils if we could get back the original salt and water. 
•Use this as an introduction to the topic. 
•Show pupils the following internet: 
What are irreversible changes? -BBC Bitesize 
•Encourage them to watch the following internet link to 
support the task: 
Changes in the state of materials (clip compilation) -KS2 
Science -BBC Bitesize 

Lesson 4 Dissolving 
•Pupils should learn what solution, separation and dissolving 
means. 
•They should use the following internet clips to help them: 
•What is dissolving? -BBC Bitesize 
•What is separation? -BBC Bitesize 
•Some substances dissolve when you mix them withwater. 
•When a substance dissolves, it might look like it has 
disappeared, but in fact it has just mixed with the water to 
make a transparent (see-through) liquid called a solution. 
•Substances that dissolve in water are called soluble 
substances.  When you mix sugar with water, the sugar 
dissolves to make a transparent solution. Salt is soluble in 
water too. 
•Substances that do not dissolve in water are called insoluble 
substances.  When you mix sand or flour with water, they do 
not dissolve. 

•Pupils, working with a partner, should 
create 8 questions from the 
information they have learned so far. 
They should then challenge another 
pair who will have created 8 questions 
of their own (Use appendix 2 to 
complete the task). 
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Lesson 5 Working scientifically: How can you separate materials? 
Separating, filtering and dissolving 
•Pupils, in groups of four, will be asked to separate the 
following solution: sand, salt and water. 
•Pupils must be made aware of the resources available to 
them, including filtering paper. 
•They must be supervised when heating water, otherwise they 
should be allowed to continue their work without support. 
•They should weigh carefully the separate items, i.e. salt, sand 
and water. 
•Decide when it the right time to share the following internet 
link with pupils: 
Separating mixtures of materials -KS2 Science -BBC Bitesize 
•Things that do not change. 
•We know our finger prints do not change. Today police use 
eye recognition and DNA to help them solve crimes. 
• 

•They should use the sheet on 
appendix 1a to provide appropriate 
prompts at different stages. 
•They should then use appendix 1b to 
write up their results. 
 
Use appendix 2 to help you to become 
crime solvers. 

Lesson 6 Famous scientists 
•Pupils should explore the work of one of the following famous 
chemists: 
•Antoine Lavoisier, 
•Joseph Priestley, 
•Spencer Silver 
•Ruth Benerito 
 

•They should use the proforma set out 
in appendix 3 to help them. 
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